when the bullets will fall like stresses on his body and that which is proper to him will emerge from its hiding place to take the new path inscribed on his forehead. And in that transparent air, even he seems etched through some design.
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The human season has begun.
But farther off from us, an ancient forest, attentive, brooding, still has the strength to pull its heavy gates closed.
This time for good.
iv:1998
In the silence of an unfamiliar house, in foothills heavy with the autumnal pathos of vineyards, the translator Lirim sits down to break meaning from a marble language?
a rare occasion when a thousand eyes watch, as if projected on a screen, the tip of the arrow, which has found at last one vein in the long-scrutinized trail of death, the one which threads, finally, down to the ankles. 
